MISSION STATEMENT
WE EDUCATE OUR STUDENTS TO SEEK TRUTH AND FULFILL THEIR HIGHEST POTENTIAL, TO IMPART MEANINGFUL PURPOSE TO THEIR LIVES, AND TO CONTRIBUTE COURAGEOUSLY TO THE POSITIVE DEVELOPMENT OF THE WORLD.
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HMS MISSION STATEMENT
We educate our students to seek truth and fulfill their highest potential, to impart meaningful purpose to their lives and to contribute courageously to the positive development of the world.

HMS Vision
High Mowing School is a coeducational, non-denominational college-preparatory Waldorf boarding and day school serving motivated students in early childhood programs through grade 12.

We recognize and nurture the highest potential in each school community member. We serve our students’ ongoing discovery of the world and of themselves, and we guide them in developing their capacities to fully experience their unique life journey. We model excellence in Waldorf education and aspire to be a catalyst for positive change in the world. Our graduates are prepared to reach their unique individual goals and to contribute to a sustainable, generative, and peaceful future.

HMS Educational Philosophy
Waldorf education is based on the pedagogical insights of Rudolf Steiner, his corresponding views of the stages of human development, and the ongoing research of the international Waldorf school movement. Working from the ideals of Waldorf education, our school highly values the uniqueness of each individual and his or her contribution to the positive development of society. Through our broad and rich curriculum, we support our students in reaching their fullest potential.

HMS CORE VALUES
We achieve our mission through our commitment to these fundamental values:

Inspiring a Love of Learning
We value imagination and creativity, learning through multiple intelligences, joy, freedom, respect, and self-direction. We are committed to offering a dynamic Waldorf curriculum based on Rudolf Steiner's pedagogical insights, to guiding students towards mastery of fundamental academic and artistic subjects, and to inspiring creativity and a genuine lifelong love of learning.

Achieving Academic Excellence
We are committed to providing our students with strong academic preparation as well as challenging, inspiring, and meaningful work; mastery through practice; and a balance of tradition and innovation.

Integrated Arts and Academics
We value each student’s artistic development as a fundamental element of a healthy physical, emotional, and spiritual life. Our artistic education (performance arts, music, movement, fine arts, and practical arts) is woven into our educational experience so as to enhance our students' physical and emotional well-being, their intellectual capacities and performance, and their moral and spiritual development.

Understanding Our Connection to our Social and Natural Environment
We are committed to social justice and environmental sustainability, to cultivating beauty and harmony in all aspects of our environment – physical, relational, local, and global. We cultivate reverence for nature through our practice of environmental awareness and stewardship.

Healthy Social Life
We value the uniqueness of each individual as well as a shared commitment to individual and collective responsibility. Our school is committed to creating a safe, affirming, and vibrant environment for its students, their parents, faculty, staff, and trustees. Inherent in the school’s mission is the belief that, as articulated by Rudolf Steiner: ‘The healthy social life is found when in the mirror of each human soul, the whole community finds its reflection and when in the community, the strength of each one is living.’ Our school recognizes and nurtures its diversity in all its forms. We are committed to creating a welcoming environment through open and considerate dialogue, the fostering of mutual trust, and the understanding and embracing of differences.
Dear Friends,

As we reflect back on the past year, one thing is certain: High Mowing is strong. We are strong because of the continued support of our community of parents, alumni, faculty and staff members, trustees, and friends. The generous contributions of all allows us to support our students, in and out of the classroom.

On behalf of us all, I am very proud to share our first annual report as a unified Waldorf school. The 2017-18 school year was full of changes, challenges, and progress: Progress towards the new Pre-K through grade 12 High Mowing School. Progress towards being the best educational choice for so many students and families from far and near. Progress towards building and strengthening our ties with the Waldorf movement worldwide and within our local community.

Your support for High Mowing School reached an all-time high in annual fund gifts and continued to raise important dollars for our scholarships and designated funds. I cannot speak about our fundraising year without giving Rachel DOANE ’58, a member of our Abbott Hill Planned Giving Society, a moment of recognition. Her bequest of over $240,000 has had a profound and lasting impact on our school. We are deeply grateful for her legacy gift.

Thank you for your support of our students, mission, faculty, and campus. Together we will continue to educate our students to seek truth and fulfill their highest potential.

With gratitude,

Geraldine Kline, Head of School
“When I came to HMS I felt free. Free to love, feel, create, and speak. I could let my imagination flow and take all forms and that grew into something so much bigger over the past three years.”

Kirill BYKANVO ’18, Senior Speech
**A GIVING TUESDAY**

On November 28, 2017, HMS participated in its first ever Giving Tuesday Campaign. Alumni from High Mowing and Pine Hill, current parents, parents of alumni, faculty, and staff answered our call: in just one day we raised over $100,000 in gifts and pledges! We look forward to next year’s Giving Tuesday.

**B TINY HOUSE**

The timing could not have been better for HMS’ Tiny House’s arrival on campus. As students were welcomed back on campus for the 17-18 school year, seniors Jason Elder ’18, William Mussman ’18 and Chaz Marie Rodgers ’18 proudly watched their Tiny House being parked in its new location. We are excited to announce that, during this past summer, three new students have started to build Tiny House #2.

**C WISH LIST**

Once again, our generous community fulfilled many wishes across both campuses, enhancing our students’ experiences and opportunities. Granted wishes ranged from a high-tech portable sound system to an educational weather monitoring system to improved kitchen equipment. Thank you to all who supported our wishes!

**D UNIFICATION CELEBRATION**

Students, parents, and community members gathered together on a perfect fall afternoon to celebrate our first year of fully living as a kindergarten through grade 12 Waldorf school. The moment was marked by brief words from a number of High Mowing community members recognizing the significant and joyous milestone of our two schools coming together as one.

**E MUSIC ON THE HILL CONCERT SERIES**

In our first full year of this new concert series, Andrew Koutroubas PH ’06 and HMS strings teacher, organized four professional-level concerts that engaged the community in delightful ways. Those who attended enjoyed a diversity of high quality musical offerings, and a portion of each concert’s revenue supported a local project or community effort.

**F HOLIDAY FAIR**

Our 41st Holiday Fair welcomed many families and community members to the festive Pine Hill campus. Excellent shopping from local and regional artisans, live music from our talented community members, fantastic food, and engaging and fun children’s crafts and performances delighted all, young and old.

**G HILLTOP CIRCUS**

The seventh and eighth grade classes presented the community with spectacular performances of “The Circus Grimm” in February. The performances showcased our middle-schoolers portraying a well-known theme—fairy tales— through circus skills - juggling, acrobatics, unicycling - In a collaborative working environment, the students chose skills they wanted to learn and choreographed a skit. Through this learning process, combined with cooperation, teamwork, and a lot of patience, the magic of the circus came alive.
The Abbot Hill Society

We are most grateful to the following people who have made a commitment to help sustain High Mowing School through gifts of their estate.

Drew ALLEN ’61
Jonathan T. ANDERSON ’92
Richard BARNES ’56 *
Helen B. BOYNTON ’46
Virginia Brooks and S. Philip Brooks AP
Miriam DeSylva AP *
Rachel G. DOANE ’58 *
Marie BERNSTEIN Dunphy ’45 *
Karen P. Emerson AP
Charles L. Felsenthal
Steven A. FISCHER ’68
Linda GUTHRIE ’64
Anne HARRISON Husted ’66
Charles Hobbs *
Michael R. KLEIN ’54 *
Keith D. KROKYN ’66

Stephen MARSHALL ’71
Robert C. Meissner, Jr. AP
Orin NISENSON ’67
Lee SAYRE Overton ’45
Mary RICKARD Paul ’44
Naomi GARGILL Ritter ’55 *
Douglas SCHMIDT ’61
Averil CROSBY Smith ’52 *
Molly SYMONS ’52
Irene K. TAYLOR ’59 *
Susan TUTTLE ’55 *
Frank WATERMAN ’50
Susanne NORTHY Winch ’59
Jacqui WHITFIELD ’62
Katherine WHITTEMORE ’63 *

To receive information about how to include High Mowing School in your estate plans, please contact Casey Leach at cleach@highmowing.org

* = Deceased    AP = Alumni Parent
The Annual Campaign builds a foundation of support for High Mowing School. Your gifts to High Mowing School make our students' experience accessible and unique. Your support affirms the importance of a High Mowing education.

Honor Roll of Supporters

JULY 1, 2017 – JUNE 30, 2018
EMMET HOUSE CIRCLE

HERITAGE CIRCLE
$50,000 or more
Anonymous
Estate of Rachel DOANE ’58
Emilie BAIRSTOW Dyson ’69
Dyson Foundation
Richard NEEL ’57 and Constance Hoguet T

BENEFACTORS
$20,000 – $49,999
Virginia and S. Philip Brooks AP, T
Brian Miron P, AP and
Monica Vegelj F, P, AP

SUSTAINERS
$10,000 – $19,999
Anonymous
John Elder AP
James SCHMIDT ’62 AP
Estate of Susan TUTTLE ’55

WEATHERVANE CIRCLE

FOUNDERS
$5,000 – $9,999
Anne and Carl Berni P
Teresita and Robert Dezmylyk AP
Paul GARDNER ’57 and Judy Gardner T
Ellen Morton Hamil ’59 and David Hamil
Anne HARRISON Husted ’66 and Jerry Husted
Dr. Hartley S. NEEL ’59 and Virginia Taylor Neel
Patti and Chris Pestana P
Michael SCHAFFER ’58
David WHITE ’62
David W. White Trust/Fidelity Charitable

LEADERS
$1,000 – $4,999
Frederick Ball and Karen J. Triebe P, T
The Howard Bayne Fund
Alessandra Branca-Uihlein and Stephen Uihlein AP
Caulo Family Fund/Fidelity Charitable
Elizabeth and Peter Caulo AP
Susan and Rocco Chiappini AP
Susan CURRIER ’72 T
Julia BUSSER du Prey ’62 and Pierre du Prey
Leontina Elder AP
Charles L. Felsenthal
Steven A. FISCHER ’68
William FRYE ’63 and Karleen Frye
Molly Geaney and J. Michael Moore AP
Mary and David Graham AP, T
Alice Bennett Groh AP
Brendan Francis HARNETT ’98 and
Megan MARGUGLIO Harnett ’98 T
High Mowing School Pottery Studio
HMS Alumni Association
John Hancock Financial Services, Inc.
Rebecca and Michael Jusbasche AP
Louisa and Samuel Kaymen AP
Louise and Samuel Kaymen Gift Fund/Fidelity Charitable
Geraldine and Michael Kline T, F
Deborah Lack and Ryder Daniels P, T
Michael M. LATHAM* ’61
Stephanie and Brendan LeBlanc AP
Nancy GREENE Neel ’57
Esther Nelson and Bernd Ulken AP
Dagny EMMET O’Keefe ’52
Lee SAYRE Overton ’46
Mickey and Cornelis Pieterse AP
Jill and Will Powers AP, T
Eduardo Quesada P
Joanna STONE ’63
Dr. Lawrence WASHINGTON ’69
Gurdon B. and Elizabeth STANTON Wattles’55
Nancy Wight and Pablo Halpern AP
John Williams AP
William P. WOLFE ’52

PATRONS
$500 – $999
Michael and Serafin Anderson F, AP
Joseph BEARD ’52 and Marjorie Powell
Margaret L. and Kurt M. Charpentier AP
Dominic and Cynthia DiSalvo AP
Dominic and Cynthia DiSalvo Fund of RSF Social Finance
Linda Duffy and Stephen Arsenault P
Neil Faiman and Lynne Pentler AP
Dr. James Frank GOLDSZER ’75
Alicia GOING Hammatt ’63 and Bruce Hammatt, Jr. AP
Intel Matching Gifts Foundation
Helen-Ann Ireland and David McInnis AP, T
Keith David KROKY’66
Michele GAGNON Kyrimes ’61 and James Kyrimes
Rob Marks and Phyllis Gregoire-Marks AP
Geraldine ROSSÉ Mathews ’49
Douglas MORSE ’60 and Becky AMISH Morse ’60 AP
Lindsay H. RICE Jr. ’64
Christine and Gregg Robidoux AP
Allison and Kevin Schmidlein AP
Stan and Ellie Sienkiewicz
Marshall T. SLAYTON ’48
TIAA-CREF Employee Giving Program
Rebecca van Dam AP, F
Jeri WACHTER ’82 AP
Alexandra West and James Edson P

* Deceased   AP = Alumni Parent of High Mowing and/or Pine Hill   P = Current Parent   F = Faculty/Staff   T = Current Trustee   PHA= Pine Hill Alumnus   Capitalized LAST NAME followed by year = HMS Alumnus
HILL CIRCLE

SPONSORS
$250 - $499
Gail and David Agans AP, F
Amazon Smile Foundation
Anthroposophical Society in NH
Donna and Archie Brown AP
Dell Giving
Darcy and Brian Drayton AP, F
G. Abbott FAY ’61
Linda LEVENTHAL Feulner ’62 and
Edwin J. Feulner
Feulner Charitable Fund at
Schwab Charitable
Dr. Steven C. Fischer
Howard and Joan Friedel AP
Dan and Kathleen Fullerton
May HAIN Gaynor ’68 and Robert M. Gaynor
Teresita Gomez
Dr. Edwin Goodall and Cecelia Cox AP
John GRIFFITH ’67
Robert S. HARE ’67 and Iza Trapani
Martha and John McLean AP
Elizabeth Ann and Ian McSweeney P, F
Duncan MOFFITT ’68
Andrew J. MOOS ’78
David MOTCH ’60 and Vicky Motch
Motch Family Foundation Fund of the
Greater Cincinnati Foundation
Christine and Bruce Nelson AP
Hanna Ogilvy PHA
Anna Petrova and Philipp Petrov AP
Ari O. PREUSS ’56
PSEG
Heidi Rodgers AP
Catharine DAWSON Rush ’52 and
David Rush
David Rush Family Charitable Gift Fund/
Fidelity Charitable
Monica Vegelj P, AP, F

SUPPORTERS
Gifts of $249 and below
Anonymous (7)
Sanita Abrahams
Deb and William Abrahams-Dematte AP
Heike Adamsberger-Kosta P
Dana Ainsworth
Jennifer JACKSON Albee ’00 and Hans Albee
Drew ALLEN ’61
Lila Amadeo PHA
Zoe AMES ’09 PHA
Leland Tyson Anderson and
Kelly Anderson AP
Miguel ANTUNES ’03
Oliver ANTUNES ’05
Arthur and Elizabeth Auer AP
Sondra Bechhoefer AP
Lan and Okba Benarieb P
Kyra M. KAPLAN Berson ’59
Jeanette WINANS Bertles ’44
Stephen BLANCHARD ’65 and
Margaret Blanchard
Sarah ANTUNES Blaser ’01
Joanna Bombadil AP
Carl K. BORCHERT ’82 and Randi Alifather
Dana K. BOWERS ’70 and Tina A. Bowers
Box Tops for Education
Rebecca BOYDEN ’68
Beverly Boyer and Dale Coyer AP, F
S. Peter BROOKS ’91 and Marie A. Schmukal
Clara BROWN ’09 PHA
Marcie Bruder F
Wendy Bruneau and Rick Swanson AP, F
Clara Brunis AP
Susanne and James Buchanan P, AP
Louise and Alan Budd AP
John WARDELL ’59 and Patricia Wardell
Will Wright AP
Kim and Tony Campos AP, F
Cynthia Capodestria
Lawrence Carter and Lady Morales AP
Heather Carver P, AP, F
Mrs. Maxine Carver
Jennifer Case and Mark Williston P, AP
Linn Rayna Casey P
Kathleen Chick AP
Clark and Leighton, P.C.
Michele Clark
Computer Haven
Michael and Amy Conley AP, F
Jefferson COTTON ’66 and
Kamala Grohman Cotton
Craft Wood Products
Donna Crane P, AP
Walter and Susan Cudnohufsky AP
Eileen Cullinan and Rob Strychvar
Bruce and Deana Darby AP, F
Jacqueline Davis AP
Nancy and Keith Davis
Nathalie de los Heros and
Jorge Arrunategui P, AP
Deb Deleso and Steve Frechette AP
Lija PARSSINEN Delphey ’46
Dale and Sheila Dintaman AP, F
Edith H. BOERNER Dirks ’49
Scott DOANE ’79 and Jennifer Doane
Georgia DOING ’10
Deborah and Rainer Dornemann AP
Lauren Downing
Kevin Driscoll
Grace Duffy
Jeremy Benjamin ELDER ’15
Gene Faxon and Eve Kodiak F
Evan and Wendy Fielding AP, F
Ewen A. FINSER ’08 PHA
Siegfried E. FINSER ’50
Torin and Karine Finser AP
Margaret Foxweldon and
Leonard Weldon AP
Jonathan FRIEDEL ’82
Wylene MARSHALL Fuller ’65
Jeremy GILLAM ’09 PHA
Nancy and Patrick Gillam AP, T
Ashton GILMORE ’56
Kim and Peter Govoni AP
Fiona GRAHAM ’13 PHA
Glynn and Anthony Graham AP, F
Susan Graham
Gael GRANT ’55
Glen G. GRANT ’56
Sylvia GREANY ’70
Erin GREBENY ’14
Elizabeth GREENMAN ’55
Gwendolyn MATHEWS Greenway ’81
Holly JOHNSTON Groh ’09 and
Theodore GROH ’09 PHA
Nicola GROH ’06 PHA
Linda GUTHRIE ’64
James Hain
Everson HALL ’67
Meredith HALL ’67 AP
Willard Leonard Hall
Emma Hamlin F
Margaret Hawthorn and
Bruce MacDougall AP
Michele Henrion P
Hexagon 101 LLC
Kirsten and Curtis Hill AP
Jessica and Jeffrey Hipp
Laurie L. Houghtaling
Michelle and Doug Hoy P, AP
Cary and Sandy Hughes AP, T, F
Richard L. Humphreville AP
Annika Hurwitt P
Johanna PULLMAN Jaffer ’74
David JANETOS ’12 PHA
Mary POST Jarvis-Smith ’62
Barbara and Scott Johnson F
Kem JONES ’61 and Sheila Jones
Melany Kahn and Bo Foard
Melany Kahn and Bo Foard Charitable Account/Fidelity Charitable
Deborah ECKHARDT Kalcin ’65 and Greg Kalcin
Chin-Sim Kang
Isabel KARL ’70
Mrs. Isobel Karl P, AP
Rebekah KAYMEN ’89 P, F
Julia and Daniel Kerr F
Jen and Thomas Kershaw P, F
Margo L. Ketchum AP
Suzan KINSLOW ’80
Sonia PELCZARSKI Klaks ’69
Tristan Kline F
Carol SPIEGEL Knowles ’56
Gaye AMISH Korbet ’63
Suzanne S. LATHAM ’58
Heather Lauten P
Loring LAWRENCE ’59
Aja LEAWE Hall ’01
Mciah Leinbach
Irene Lemessurier
Kevin LEONARD Jr ’09 PHA
Dr. Geta JAMES LeSueur-Brown ’53
Natasha MOULTON Levy ’91
K. Richmond LEWIS ’78 and David Mazzucchelli
Beth J. Lindstrom and Ray Murphy AP
Shannon Lint and Michael Boggs P
Elizabeth GARDNER Lombardi ’55 and Alan V. Lombardi
Penelope PACKARD Lord ’55 AP
Lukas Foundation
Donald J. Malikin AP
Christiane BUCHINGER Marks ’56
Jane McCoy and Todd Smith P, F
James McGinness and Gail Coad AP
Kerren McKeeman PA
Matthew McLEAN ’10
Ellen LORD Mead ’60 and Mac Mead
Brenda K. and Merrill Means
Kathryn MEISEL ’78
Robert C. Meissner Jr. AP
Robert Charles MEISSNER III ’10
Katherine CAMPBELL Meyer ’90 and Andreas Meyer P, F
Mitchell H. and Christine Miller
Lisa Gray MILLIMET ’65
Frederick Mills and Susan Grassin
Suzan Moffett AP, F
Hunter MOORE ’14
Crane Morehouse AP
Ult Mundane and Karen Tyne P
Karen Nadeau F
Marguerite C. Nelson AP, F
Serena Fae NELSON ’08 PHA
Michal Noer AP, F
Maria KAYMEN Northcott ’91 and Nicholas M. Northcott
Coleen and Daniel O’Connors AP, F
David Osmun
Guen Soo PARK ’06
Diana FRYE Parker ’58 and Jerry Parker
Ginia BALLARD Patti ’60
Gordon PEERY ’71 and Susan Peery
Elisabeth PENDLETON-WHEELER ’14
Marianne and Andrew Perchlik P
Jaimen PEREZ ’11 PHA
Patrice and Gary Pinette AP, F
Alexis PITTMAN ’77 and Helen Dalbeck AP
Chloe PITTMAN ’09
Lewis Planter
Freda SCHAFHAUSEN Plomaritis ’58
Jonathan Potteiger and Faith Priest AP
Alice PRATT ’75
Harriotte COOK Ranvig ’64 AP
Reebok
Amelia Murdock REEVE ’01
Jackie Rettig
Constance Rinaldo and Gary Nielsen AP
Eleanor and Jim Rizzo AP
Nyssa Rose SKY Rodgers ’14 and Tristen RODGERS ’14 PHA
Samuel ROSARIO ’75 and Maria J. Rosario
Louis R. and Susan Rossi AP, F
Vladimir SANKEWITSCH ’54
Kurt SCHMIDLEIN ’09 PHA
Laurie and Mattias Schwabe P, AP
Schwab Charitable Fund
Katie Schwerin and Bill Whyte AP
Elizabeth ROGERS Scott ’65
Jean H. SCOTT ’45
Roger Seacole P, AP
William and Eddy Selles AP
Peter Sheen and Yifat Leibner AP
Robert and Barbara Sim AP, F
Nok Sirikakan P
Judie and Andrew Sky AP
Robin S. SLEITH ’04 and Gillian GRAHAM ’05
Alexandra HOPKINS Smaragdi ’70
William and Eddy Selles
Starr Sneed
Sarah Snell F
Souhegan Sustainability Fair
Marsha Sproul F
Katharine and Jonathan Steer AP
Tari and Michael Steinruess F
Beth STIMSON ’69
Lynne and Jeff Stone
Gretchen Stuemple AP
Alyson Suduko and Seth McKibben P
Benjamin SWAIN ’06 and Robin Lacey JOHNSTON Swain ’07 F
Molly SYMONS ’62
Faustina Tsuguko TAKAHASHI ’10
Leslie Tallarico
Gilbert E. TAYLOR ’65
Mary STEVENSON Thieme ’51
Desmond J. TIHONEN ’50
Rebecca TRAUB ’09
Rick Traub and Mary Whitting AP
Emily S. Turner F
Sally Upton
Lyndsay BECKER von Miller ’94
Dr. Bertram Von Zabern and Barbara Von Zabern AP
Matthew and Nancy Wallace
Brian WARNOCK ’77
Kimberly and John S. Wass AP
Cynthia and Robert Weber
Joan Weddle AP
Daniel and Sindiso Mnisi Weeks PHA
Saira WEINZIMMER ’11 PHA
Brenda WEISMAN ’57
Rebecca Welsh
George WEND ’47 and Shirley Wend
Karen Whalen
Mary T. WillAllen and Nikki Ruggiero AP
Scott Williams
Toby WILLIAMS ’64
Benjamin WISNIEWSKI ’09 and Megan Wisniewski P, PHA, F
Michael and Patricia Wisniewski AP, F
Waltraude SCHLEICHER Woods ’52
Casey Wright F
Sandra Anne Yeaton AP
MaryLyn Yonika AP
Stanley and Claudia Young
Sandy and Michael Zielie P, AP
Susan Zielie PA
Myra Sue ZUCKERMAN ’59
Mary Zwirner and Gordon Bugbee AP
Designated Funds 2017 – 2018

**BOARD DIRECTED FUND**
Lee SAYRE Overton ’46
David WHITE ’62
David W. White Trust/Fidelity Charitable

**PINE HILL CAPITAL CAMPAIGN**
Bruce and Deana Darby AP, F
Stephanie and Brendan LeBlanc AP

**2017 ALUMNI WORK WEEKEND**
Brendan Francis HARNETT ’98 and Megan MARGUGLIO Harnett ’98 T

**ALUMNI ASSOCIATION**
Clara BROWN ’09 PHA
William FRYE ’63 and Karleen Frye
Mary HAIN Gaynor ’68 and Robert M. Gaynor
Sylvia GREANY ’70
Ellen MORTON Hamil ’59 and David Hamil
Rebekah KAYMEN ’89 P
Sonia PELCZARSKII Klakus ’69
Robert Charles MEISSNER III ’10
Serena Fae NELSON ’08 PHA
John WARDELL ’59 and Patricia Wardell
David WHITE ’62
David W. White Trust/Fidelity Charitable

**ART DEPARTMENT**
David WHITE ’62
David W. White Trust/Fidelity Charitable

**FLOWERS FOR PROM**
Anonymous

**KITCHEN**
John WARDELL ’59 and Patricia Wardell
Benjamin WISNIEWSKI ’09 and Megan Wisniewski PHA, P, F

**MUSIC DEPARTMENT**
Souhegan Sustainability Fair

**PINE HILL OPERATIONS**
Douglas DiSalvo PHA

**PRACTICAL ARTS PROGRAMS**
Hexagon 101 LLC

**REUNION WEEKEND**
Drew ALLEN ’61
Steven A. FISCHER ’68
Wylene MARSHALL Fuller ’65
Erin GREBENEV ’14
Holly JOHNSTON Groh ’09 and Theodore GROH ’09
Mary POST Jarvis-Smith ’62
Kem JONES ’61 and Sheila Jones
Gaye AMISH Korbet ’63
Keith David KROKY ’66
Lisa Gray MILLIMET ’65 AP
Duncan MOFFITT ’68
Hunter MOORE ’14
Douglas MORSE ’60 and Becky AMISH Morse ’60 AP
Gordon PEERY ’71 and Susan Peery
Nyssa Rose SKY Rodgers ’14
Adia SMITH ’14
Beth STIMSON ’69
Gilbert E. TAYLOR ’65
Jeri WACHTER ’82 AP
John WARDELL ’59 and Patricia Wardell
David WHITE ’62

**STUDENT HEALTH SERVICES**
Teresita and Robert Dezmylyk AP

**WISH LIST ITEMS**
Anonymous
Anne and Carl Berni P

**Scholarship Funds**

**ABBY YANDELL ’10 SCHOLARSHIP**
Andrea and Keith Badger AP
Elizabeth and Peter Caulo AP
Caulo Family Fund/Fidelity Charitable
Gene Faxon and Eve Kodiak F
Richard NEEL ’57 and Constance Hoguet T
Faustina Tsuguko TAKAHASHI ’10

**ANN FRIEDL SCHOLARSHIP**
Ellen MORTON Hamil ’59 and David Hamil
Richard NEEL ’57 and Constance Hoguet T
Ari O. PREUSS ’56
Michael SCHAFFER ’58
Estate of Susan TUTTLE ’55
David WHITE ’62
David W. White Trust/Fidelity Charitable

**BEULAH HEPBURN EMMET SCHOLARSHIP**
Dana K. BOWERS ’70 and Tina A. Bowers
Julia BUSSER du Prey ’62 and Pierre du Prey
William Frye ‘63 and Karleen Frye
Meredith Hall ’67 AP
High Mowing School Pottery Studio
Geraldine Rossé Mathews ’49
May Day
Amelia Murdock Reeve ’01
David White ’62
David W. White Trust/Fidelity Charitable

Diversity Scholarship
Ginia Ballard Pati ’60

Founders Merit Scholarship
Anonymous

Robert Pittman ’44 Scholarship
Ellen Morton Hamil ’59 and David Hamil
David White ’62
David W. White Trust/Fidelity Charitable
William P. Wolfe ’52

Sandy Brooks Scholarship
S. Peter Brooks ’91 and Marie A. Schmukal
Dr. James Frank Goldszer ’75

Barnes Norton Scholarship Fund
Richard Neel ’57 and Constance Hoguet T

Cabin Fund in Memory of David Anderson ’96
HMS Cabin Club
Linda and Roger LaDouceur
Mary T. Will Allen and Nikki Ruggiero AP

Geraldine Rosse Mathews ’49 and Gwendolyn Mathews Greenway ’81 Fund
Gwendolyn Mathews Greenway ’81
Ellen Morton Hamil ’59 and David Hamil
Geraldine Rossé Mathews ’49

Gus Meissner ’10 Athletics Fund
Dr. Steven C. Fischer
Robert Charles Meissner III ’10

High Mowing School Music Fund
Established in Memory of David Anderson ’96
Anonymous
Dana Ainsworth
Michael and Serafin Anderson AP, F
S. Philip and Virginia Brooks AP, T
Heather Carver P, F
Donna Crane P, AP
Ryder Daniels and Deborah Lack P, T
Nancy and Keith Davis
Nathalie de los Heros and Jorge Arrunategui P, AP
Willard Leonard Hall
Jessica and Jeffrey Hipp
Mrs. Isobel Karl AP, F
Peter Koutroubas AP
Irene Lemessurier
Shannon Linn and Michael Boggs P
Lukas Foundation
Music on the Hill Concert Series 2017-2018
Christine and Bruce Nelson AP
David Osmun
Alexis Pittman ’77 and Helen Dalbeck AP
Robert and Barbara Sim AP, F
Lyndsay Becker von Miller ’94
Matthew Wallace and Nancy Wallace
Joan Weddle AP
David White ’62
David W. White Trust/Fidelity Charitable
Nancy Wight and Pablo Halpern AP

Land Stewardship Fund
Anna Petrova and Philipp Petrov AP
Heidi Rodgers AP
David White ’62
David W. White Trust/Fidelity Charitable

Projects Block Scholarships
Anonymous

Gifts in Kind

Agnes Chabot Almquist ’71
Charlotte and Kenneth Bell AP
Rebecca Boyden ’68
Jeremy Brown
Heather Carver P, F
Christine and Yew Chai P
Lucille Clemm* AP
Dorothea and Robert Daniel AP
Ryder Daniels and Deborah Lack P, T
May Hain Gaynor ’68 and Robert M. Gaynor
Good Start Packaging
John Griffith ’67
Holly Johnston Groh ’09 and
Theodore Groh ’09 PHA
Sharon Stevens Grunden ’73
Connie Fischer Hellwig ’83 and Bart Hellwig
HMS Alumni Association
Paula Lasella and Chris Balch AP

Helen-Ann Ireland and
David McInnis AP, T
Rebecca and Michael Jusbasche AP
Isabel Karl ’70
Alexios Karl
Brigitta Karl ’79
Rebekah Kaymen ’89 P, F, PHA
Michael M. Latham* ’60
Julie McAdoo
Carlene and William McCarty
Monadnock Waldorf School
Gordon Peery ’71 and Susan Peery
Julia and Daniel Perez AP
Patti and Chris Pestana P
Ari O. Preuss’56
Roger Seacole P
Mary Swanson
Leslie Vogel ’70 and
Fred Simmons AP
Wendy Walter ’85 AP, F
Guy Wolff ’70
Elizabeth Wolff
Yellow Dog Car Wash
**Gifts in Memory**

**DAVID M. ANDERSON ’96**  
David WHITE ’62  
David White Trust/Fidelity Charitable

**ALEXSANDRA W. CAMPBELL ’87**  
Katherine CAMPBELL Meyer ’90 and Andreas Meyer P, F

**EUNICE CHALMERS**  
Zoe AMES ’09 PHA  
Jeremy GILLAM ’09 PHA  
Holly JOHNSTON Groh ’09 and Theodore GROH ’09 PHA  
Duncan MOFFITT ’68

**BEULAH HEPBURN EMMET**  
Anonymous  
Dana K. BOWERS ’70 and Tina A. Bowers  
Christiane BUCHINGER Marks ’56  
Harriotte COOK Ranvig ’64 AP

**HELEN FLOOD**  
Harriotte COOK Ranvig ’64 AP

**ANN FRIEDEL**  
Harriotte COOK Ranvig ’64 AP  
Jefferson COTTON ’66 and  
Kamala Grohman Cotton  
Ginia BALLARD Pati ’60

**DAN FULLERTON**  
Dan and Kathleen Fullerton

**MUIRIEL RETTIG GOODWIN ’59**  
John WARDELL ’59 and Patricia Wardell

**TRAUGER GROH, AP**  
Alice Bennett Groh AP

**NEELTJE W. HAIN**  
May HAIN Gaynor ’68 and Robert M. Gaynor  
James Hain

**RICHARD HOLLAND ’62**  
David WHITE ’62  
David White Trust/Fidelity Charitable

**KARIN THYGESEN HOSTMAELINE ’69**  
John WARDELL ’59 and Patricia Wardell

**LASZLO KERTESZ**  
David WHITE ’62  
David White Trust/Fidelity Charitable

**DAVID LAMBERT ’66**  
David WHITE ’62  
David White Trust/Fidelity Charitable

**MOLLY MACDOUGALL ’86**  
Margaret Hawthorn and Bruce  
MacDougall AP

**DAVID MITCHELL AP**  
Nicola GROH ’06 PHA

**CHARLES NORMAND ’69**  
Michele Clark  
Eileen Cullinan and Rob Strycharz  
Lauren Downing  
Duncan MOFFITT ’68  
Whalen-Volkert Family

**STEVE PENNYPACKER ’59**  
John WARDELL ’59 and Patricia Wardell  
David WHITE ’62  
David W. White Trust/Fidelity Charitable

**WILLIAM POWERS**  
Jill and Will Powers AP

**SWAIN PRATT, AP**  
Alice PRATT ’75

**PAUL RETTIG ’51**  
Jackie Rettig

**JANE HARRINGTON SMITH ’68**  
Duncan MOFFITT ’68

**J. HERBERT SWANSON**  
David WHITE ’62  
David W. White Trust/Fidelity Charitable

**PASQUALE TALLARICO**  
Leslie Talarico  
David WHITE ’62  
David W. White Trust/Fidelity Charitable

**IRENE K. TAYLOR ’59**  
John WARDELL ’59 and Patricia Wardell

**NOA HALL WILLIAMS ’61**  
Michele GAGNON Kyrimes ’61 and  
James Kyrimes  
John Williams AP

**VEREIL CROSBY SMITH ’59**  
John WARDELL ’59 and Patricia Wardell

**ALL HMS ALUMNI WHO ARE NO LONGER WITH US**  
Geraldine ROSSE Mathews ’49

---

**Gifts in Honor**

**THE FUTURE OF THE WORLD MOLDED HERE AT HIGH MOWING**  
Colleen and Daniel O’Connors AP, F

**BEVERLY BOYER AND DALE COYE**  
Elizabeth and John Lacy AP, F

**HAYDEN AMD LANE DANIELS**  
Janet Lack

**SIEGFRIED E. FINSER ’50**  
Torin and Karine Finser AP

**MARY ALICE FULLERTON**  
Dan and Kathleen Fullerton

**JEANNE BARTON HAWTHORNE ’55**  
Scott Williams

**HIGH MOWING’S DEDICATED FACULTY AND STAFF**  
Heike Adamsberger-Kosta P  
Heather Carver P, AP, F

**ALLISON HILL ’13 AND ADAM HILL ’17**  
Kirsten and Curtis Hill AP

**HILLTOP CIRCUS**  
Jacqueline Davis AP

**CARY AND SANDRA HUGHES**  
Cynthia and Michael Jusbasche AP

**ANDREW JUSBASCHE ’18**  
Rebecca and Michael Jusbasche AP

**MRS. ISOBEL KARL**  
Sondra Bechhoefer AP  
Charles L. Felsenthal  
Michael M. LATHAM * ’60  
Elizabeth Ann and Ian McSweeney P, F  
Kurt SCHMIDLEIN ’09 PHA

**SAMUEL AND LOUISA KAYMEN, AP**  
Maria KAYMEN Northcott ’91 and  
Nicholas M. Northcott

**JEN KERSHAW**  
Patti and Chris Pestana P

**ROBERT C. MEISSNER III ’10**  
Robert C. Meissner Jr. AP

**THELONIOUS MONK**  
Tristan Kline F

**PINE HILL’S 45TH ANNIVERSARY**  
Anonymous

**LEANORE DESYLVIA RUSSELL ’64**  
Scott Williams

**GILLIAN SEAOCLE ’20**  
Mrs. Maxine Carver

**SERENELLA WARNOCK, AP**  
Kathleen Chick AP

**TIMOTHY WEEKS ’03**  
Daniel and Sindiso Mnisi Weeks PHA

**DAVID WHITE ’62**  
Scott Williams

**ALL HMS ALUMNI**  
Geraldine ROSSE Mathews ’49
Alumni Association Officers
Kurt SCHMIDLEIN ’09, President
Theo GROH ’09, Vice President
David WHITE ’62, Treasurer
Alexis PITTMAN ’77, Clerk

You’re Invited to
Reunion Weekend
at HIGH MOWING SCHOOL
June 14–16, 2019

Register for free and check out the weekend schedule at
www.highmowing.org/reunionweekend

Alumni Gifts by Class

1944
Jeannette WINANS Bertles
1945
Jean H. SCOTT
1946
Lilja PARRSSINEN Delphay
Lee SAYRE Overton
1947
George WEND
1948
Marshall T. SLAYTON
1949
Edith H. BOERNER Dirks
Geraldine ROSSÉ Mathews
1950
Siegfried E. FINSER
Desmond J. TiiHONEN
1951
Mary STEVENSON Thieme
1952
Joseph BEARD
Dagny EMMET O’Keefe
Catharine DAWSON Rush
William P. WOLFE
Waltraude SCHLEICHER Woods
1953
Dr. Geta JAMES LeSeur-Brown
1954
Vladimir SANKEWITSCH
1955
Gael GRANT
Elizabeth GREENMAN
Janice KENNEDY Kreitner
Elizabeth GARDNER Lombardi
Penelope PACKARD Lord
1956
Ashton GILMORE
Glen G. GRANT
Carol SPEIGEL Knowles
Christiane BUCHINGER Marks
Ari O. PREUSS
1957
Paul GARDNER
Nancy GREENE Neel
Richard NEEL
Brenda WEISMAN
1958
Rachel G. DOANE*
Diana FRYE Parker
Freda SCHAAFHAUSEN Plomaritis
Michael SCHAEFER
1959
Kyra M. KAPLAN Berson
Ellen MORTON Hamil
Suzanne S. LATHAM
Loring LAWRENCE
Dr. Hartley S. NEEL
John WARDELL
1960
Michael M. LATHAM*
Ellen LORD Mead
Becky AMISH Morse
Douglas MORSE
David MOTCH
Ginia BALLARD Pati
This past year, High Mowing School created a unified Parent Association.

HMS Parent Association embraces the vision of an engaged and valued parent body in service of the school’s mission. The mission of the HMS Parent Association is to design, hold, and facilitate the effective participation of parents in the unfolding of the school’s well-being and success. The Parent Association is committed to generating, welcoming, and honoring parents’ active participation in the life of the school.

We are so thankful to all of our parent volunteers who help us throughout the year. Thank you!
Financial statements for High Mowing School are available through High Mowing’s IRS Form 990 for Non-Profits. Our 990 can be accessed via many websites including Guidestar and Charity Navigator.
SUPPORT HIGH MOWING SCHOOL

High Mowing offers many ways to channel your resources into the lives of young people. From volunteering your time to remembering the school in your estate, you make a difference. For more information, visit highmowing.org/giving or contact our Advancement Office.

- Casey Leach, Director of Advancement  |  cleach@highmowing.org
- Heather Carver, Director of Alumni & Community Relations  |  hcarver@highmowing.org